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Our aims
This three day masterclass in the development of the
clinical educator has three principle aims.
1. To give you the tools to plan, prepare and present
beautiful presentations.
2. To share the techniques that deliver fantastic
teaching at the bedside whether that is in the
challenging clinical environment or in the simulated
setting.
3. To help you understand how to develop your career
as a clinical educator.
Register here

The Teaching CoOp
with St Emlyn’s

Learn how to develop your career as a
clinical educator

Improve your presentation skills

Learn how to learn and train for the
most challenging clinical cases

Learn, share, teach, reflect and change
your Medical Education practice with
the Teaching CoOp team

Register here

Our philosophy
The hallmark of any keen learner is
willingness to ask questions and we,
the faculty of The Teaching Co-op,
pride ourselves on asking why.
Why do so many medical education
events focus on lecture-delivered
information, when we know that
lectures aren’t the most eﬀective way
to teach?
Why don’t we recognise that the
people interested enough in medical
education to come to our courses
have things to teach us about
education too?
Why can't we do things diﬀerently?
So we have made a commitment: our
courses will not be lecture-based.
When we teach and learn about
medical education, it will be interactive
and immersive.

We, the faculty, aim to learn as much
from you as you do from us. We will
showcase diﬀerent teaching styles,
techniques, tools and exercises;
teaching and learning about education
as we teach and learn about it –
together
For each topic we cover (feedback,
education theory, simulation in
education, social media…), we will aim
to use diﬀerent teaching tools to
explore the content – and then we will
break it down, sharing with you how
and why we have planned the session
in the way that we have.
In “Meta Moments” after each session
we will revisit the intended learning
outcomes, explain what we did to try
to teach them, why we taught things in
that way (and whether it worked!)
and how we could teach the topic
diﬀerently or use the technique or
exercise to teach a diﬀerent topic.
Of course, you are part of
the #MetaMoment too – we want your
input so we can all become better
educators.

And at the end of the course, as well
as sharing our references and
resources, we’ll share the session
plans too – so you can see how the
course was put together.
Because lectures are only part of the s
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Our team
Sandra Viggers is an emergency physician who joins is
from Denmark where she is leading the way in critical
care and emergency simulation techniques. Sandra has
taught across the world developing an expertise in
feedback and debriefing. She will be one of our leads in
the advanced simulation and debriefing sessions.
George Wills is an ED attending from Baltimore. He will
be co-leading sessions on personal development and
feedback. George is a core member of the teaching
CoOp team and has an enviable reputation as an ED
teacher with a special interest in complex emergencies.
Kat Evans joins us from Mitchel’s Plain in Cape Town.
She runs one of the busiest hospitals in South Africa and
has vast experience in the management of trauma,
infectious diseases and toxicology. She is one of the
many impressive educators emerging from the African
continent.
Julie Derringer brings her organisational and clinical skills
to the course. Jules is the backbone of the Teaching
CoOp and will make sure your visit is smooth, safe and
super.
Register here

Our team
Ross Fisher aka @ffolliet is internationally recognised as
an expert in presentation skills. His p-cubed model has
revolutionised many of our approaches to education and
his reputation as a teacher who can help others improve
their presentations is well known. Ross will be leading
day 1 which focuses on turning bad presentations into
good ones, and good ones into excellent ones. Everyone
learns when Ross leads.
Simon Carley is lead editor on the St Emlyn’s blog and
podcast and is another regular on the Teaching CoOp
team. He will be leading sessions on using technology to
enhance learning and co-chairing the course.
Salim Rezaie is one of the founders of the concept of
Masterclasses in medical education. He will be cochairing the course and brings an international reputation
as a clinical and digital educator.
Register here

Our team
Natalie May is an emergency physicians and prehospital
physician in Sydney, Australia. She is widely regarded as
an expert in emergency medicine education having
worked both with the CoOp team and with St Emlyn’s
Ashley Liebig works as a specialist flight nurse and
retrievalist in Texas, USA. Ashley brings her experience
as an international speaker on a range of clinical and
more philosophical aspects of emergency care
Clare Richmond is a senior retriervalist and medical
educator with Sydney HEMS. Clare brings her extensive
knowledge of prehospital ediucation and the worldwide
reputation of Sydney HEMS simulation techniques to the
Teaching CoOp.
Register here

Our Team
Iain Beardsell brings his expertise in presentation skills,
blogging, clinical education and in particular his ability to
innovate, disrupt and create new ideas in medical
education. Iain is a prehospital and emergency physician
from Southampton and a senior editor on the St Emlyn’s
podcast.
Simon Carley is lead editor on the St Emlyn’s blog and
podcast and is another regular on the Teaching CoOp
team. He will be leading sessions on using technology to
enhance learning and co-chairing the course.
Register here

The Program
The program is based around our three themes Each
session is led by a small faculty group to give a modular
approach to the course.
Each day starts with a review and look forward to the
day, and we will conclude each day with a panel
discussion to consolidate the learning points.
This is an interactive course in every way. We recognise
that our delegates bring experience to the course and
we will use that experience to build group learning
alongside the faculty expertise. Expect every session to
be interactive and with a minimum of lectures. This
course is about you learning as opposed to the faculty
teaching.
Register here

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Start of day

Introduction to teaching
CoOp

Rapid review of day 1

Rapid review of day 2

Session 1

P1 Story

Learning and Teaching

Bedside excellence

COVERS: Designing a
narrative

COVERS: Making it stick
principles, Flipped classroom
designs

COVERS: Big Sick Teaching. Teaching
the deteriorating patient, Practical
skills

P2 Media masterclass

A better team

A better you.

COVERS: Slide design, use
of media, graphics,

COVERS Design thinking,
coaching, mentoring, sponsorship,
equality, feedback,

COVERS: Wellness, resilience, Hidden
curriculum, career planning, personal
productivity, reflection.

Technology, Social Media and
Education

Advanced Simulation

Session 2.

Session 3.

P 3 Performance masterclass
COVERS: Preparation,
feedback, interaction,
problems, progression.

Panel discussion
themes
(END OF DAY)

Personal development. A
road map of personal
development and reflection
to be a better presenter/
educator.

COVERS: Social Media and
Branding
Tech Workshop: Memes, Logo
Design, Websites, Organization
You, me and the world. How do we
pull together?

COVERS Stress inoculation.
Debriefing, Leadership

From adequate to excellent. The
roadmap.

Why Manchester?
It’s the spiritual home of Virchester and the St Emlyn’s
team.
A city of pride, swagger, hard graft and football. A city
that was the birthplace of the industrial revolution, where
the atom was split and the first computer was invented.
Manchester is an amazing place, the weather may not
be that great, but the people, the history and the vibe is
amazing.
We’re fed up of expensive courses in rubbish venues,
delapidated education centres or out of town random
halls.
This course wants an environment that inspires
innovation and excellence and so we’ve secured an
amazing space at the Studio in Manchester’s Northern
Quarter. This is a place for us to deliver a masterclass in
medical education. Click here for a 360 degree tour of
the space.
Register here

The Teaching CoOp
The Teaching CoOp is an international course designed
to develop excellence in medical education.
We use an international faculty to deliberately challenge
the status quo where you work. We love to learn from
other health economies and to explore our unconscious
incompetence with friends, delegates and tutors.
We practice what we teach. We k now what works in
education and we demonstrate this on the courses. Our
faculty are invited only if they have an international
reputation as medical educators that we have reviewed
and assessed.
The course has run across the world, but this is the first
visit to the UK. There has never been a course like this
here, with such a broad range of faculty experience in
prehospital, emergency, a acute and critical care
medicine.
This course brings together a masterclass of expertise in
education at the sharp end of medicine. Join us in
Manchester this October.
Register here

Social
The team works hard and plays hard. Manchester is an
amazing venue for night life, and of course there will be
the opportunity to take part in #Foamaoke too.
#Foamaoke is not compulsory, but it’s a lot of fun.
‘Those who sing together, excel together.’
For the less musically gifted we are planning some
optional early morning yoga sessions to get both body
and mind in place for a day of learning.
Register here

Costs
The costs are below. We have a limited number of
NHS subsidised places (sorry if you are not eligible)
Non NHS prices: Attending/Consultant – $1500,
Medical trainee $1000, Nurse/Paramedic $500
NHS (first 30 places only) prices: Attending/Consultant
$1000, Medical trainee $750. Nurse/Paramedic $500

Bookings
Great! You want to join us in Manchester and you
won’t regret it. We’ve tried to keep the costs as
reasonable as possible, and Manchester has fantastic
transport links and a wide variety of accommodation.
To book your place follow this link to the Teaching
CoOp website and book today on the link below
https://www.theteachingcoop.com/register.html

Register here

